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Because neither clothes outside nor nourishment inside, whether food or drink, had he any, his 
body became like a skeleton. 
Maybe the spatial (temporal) uses of relator nouns and demonstratives should 
get a special tag?
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In general Tibetan requires a suffix to change a verbal stem to a verbal noun, but 
not always, especially not in poetry.
•  bla-maḥi gsuṅ // ma-rig min-pa dbyiṅs-su dag /  
The words of the guru, which are not ignorant, are as pure as space. 
•  ḥdir bźugs gsan cig 
'listen, O you who sit here!' 
•  gzuṅ-daṅ ḥdzin-paḥi sgrib gñis bral 
free from the two obscurations of 'taken' and 'taker'
•  ṅa-rgyal-daṅ ni ma-dad daṅ // don-du gñer-ba med ñid daṅ // phyi-rol-rnam-
g.yeṅ-naṅ-bsdus daṅ // skyo-ba-ñan-paḥi dri-ma yin // 
Pride and lack of faith, lack of interest and being distracted outward, being withdrawn inward 
and dejection, (these) are flaws of listening.
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Ultimately this is solvable by tagging them as if they were not names and adding 
an additional workflow step of 'named entity recognition'. 
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khyod las rem-po raṅ źig 'one more assiduous even than thou'
•  [???] 
la-la na-re Mar-pa raṅ smyos-nas 'some said Marpa (himself) had gone (quite) crazy'. 
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•  [n.count]
re źig  'one time', re 'hope'
•  [num.card] 
źo re źo do 'one or two ounces'
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de [d.dem] ḥi [case.gen] tshe [n.count] 'his life’
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•  If tshe is [n.count] then change de [adv.proclausal] to de [d.dem] 
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(We order negation rules before da-drag rules, so ḥbyor is tagged [v.pres].)
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1. Conflicts between da-drag rules and syntactic cues to verb stem 
disambiguation. 
2. See whether any converbs imply things about what verb stems can be 
coordinated (e.g. V-pa-daṅ …  V-pa-daṅ, do they have to be the same stem?)
3. Can we identify different uses of śad by counting how many words occur 
between them?
4. How do conditional clauses work (cf. Greek).
5. Functions of la [cv.all] other than to coordinate imperatives. 
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